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Abstract 

The purpose of this sociolinguistic research was to assess the need for literature development in Vaagri 
Booli [vaa]. Wordlists, questionnaires and interviews were used for data collection. The fieldwork was 
carried out in August and September 2008 by Eldose K. Mathai and Vijayakumar K. The findings are: 1) 
The language is actively used by the community, 2) People have a positive attitude toward the mother 
tongue, 3) They use another language, Tamil, to a certain level of proficiency and 4) They have some 
disposition toward development of their language. 
 

(This survey report written some time ago deserves to be made available even at this late date. Conditions 
were such that it was not published when originally written. It has not been peer reviewed. The reader is 
cautioned that more recent research may exist. Historical data is quite valuable as it provides a basis for a 
longitudinal analysis and helps us understand both the trajectory and pace of change as compared with more 
recent studies-—Editor) 

http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/documentation.asp?id=vaa
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Preface 

This sociolinguistic research among the Vaagri Booli speakers of Tamil Nadu was carried out from 
August to September 2008. The primary purpose of this research was to understand the need of 
promoting Vaagri Booli literature and initiating a mother-tongue language programme. 

This work could not have been completed without the help of many people. We are grateful to the 
people in the Vaagri Booli language communities for their assistance and help in different ways during 
the fieldwork. 

Every effort has been made to collect accurate information and present the data clearly. The 
compilers take responsibility for any errors. Corrections to this end would be welcome. We present this 
report, trusting our endeavour has contributed in some way to meeting the literature, literacy and other 
social needs of the Vaagri Booli speakers. 
 

Vijayakumar K. 
Bangalore, India 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Geography 

Vaagri Booli speakers are a semi-nomadic people living mainly in South India, distributed throughout 
Tamil Nadu, Puducherry and Andhra Pradesh (Singh 1998b:2561). At present, the majority of Vaagri 
Booli speakers are found in Tamil Nadu; they are concentrated in Tiruvannamalai, Cuddalore, 
Villupuram, Theni, Tirunelveli, Madurai, Trichy and Vellore Districts. In Karnataka, they live in Mysore, 
Kolar, Shimoga and Hassan Districts and are known as Hakkipikki (Singh 1998a:1242). In Tamil Nadu 
we found them to be known primarily as Narikoravar. 

1.2 The people and population 

Vaagri Booli speakers are known by different names in different states. Table 1 gives the details. 

Table 1. Various names of the speakers of Vaagri Booli and their official designations 

State 
Official People-
Group Name 
(NCBC, 1993) 

Other Names and Their 
Meanings 
(Singh, 1998b:2561) 

Official Status 
(NCBC, 1993; 
Census 1991) 

Tamil Nadu Narikoravar 
Kuruvikkaran (sparrow 
catchers), Oosi (needle), 
Korava, Nari (jackal) 

Other 
Backward 
Classes 

Pudhucherry Narikoravar  
Other 
Backward 
Classes 

Andhra Pradesh Nakkala 

Nakkala (nakka means fox), 
Guvvalollu (dove catchers), 
Pittalollu (bird catchers), 
Pusalollu (bead sellers) 

Other 
Backward 
Classes 

Karnataka Hakkipikki Hakkipikki (hakki means bird; 
pikki is an echo-formation) 

Scheduled 
Tribe 

Hindi-speaking 
areas 
(Maharashtra) 

Vaghri Chidiya vale (bird catchers), 
Vaghriwala or Vaghri 

Other 
Backward 
Classes 
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Map 1. Vaagri Booli research sites 
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Map 2. Vaagri Booli wordlist sites 
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Map 3. Vaagri Booli questionnaire sites 

Maps 1–3 created by Shinu PR, and include data from worldgeodatasets.com. Used with permission. 

Singh (1998b:2561) mentions that Vaghriwala or Vaghri is the name by which they call themselves. 
This is an old designation which usually only older people know. But now they are most popularly 
known as Narikoravar. So we have used this name throughout this report to refer to the people. Vaagri 
Booli is used for the language they speak. 

The population figure for the Vaagri Booli speakers is not very clear. Varma (1970) and the 
Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) give the number of language speakers as being 10,000 and 9,300 respectively. 
Lewis mentions the ethnic population as being 12,000; Wikipedia (2009) gives the population as 47,520. 
One problem in getting an accurate figure is that this language group had been a nomadic group until 
recently and they are known by different names in different places. Even the census of India did not 
report any Vaagri Booli speakers. But the people themselves reported a population as high as 500,000 in 
Tamil Nadu alone. 

The Narikoravar are nomads who migrate from place to place for their livelihood. They claim to 
have migrated to their present habitat from the central and northwestern parts of India (Singh 
1998b:2562). They purchase their basic needs such as food, water and clothes locally from wherever 
they go. There is no shelter for this community of people, because they are an economically deprived 
section of the Indian masses. During the survey period, it was reported that some of the Narikoravars 
moved into various colonies in Tamil Nadu in 1984, with the help of M. G. Ramachandran who was the 
chief minister of Tamil Nadu at that time (Thatstamil 2008). Only the Narikoravar in these colonies have 
a stable place to live. 

They are Hindu by religion. On certain occasions, they sacrifice goats and drink the hot blood to 
please their deity. However, there is little traditional orientation. It is reported that some have become 
Christians (Singh 1998b:2563). The Hakkipikki people have their traditional community council and 
worship such deities as Chamundi, Durgamma, Kalamma and Yellamma (Singh 1998a:1242). 
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1.3 The language 

The Narikoravar speak their own language, Vaagri Booli [vaa], which they say is a mixture of the 
languages of the central and northwestern part of India. Lewis (2009) has noted a number of names for 
this language: Narakureavar, Narikkorava, Kuruvikkaran, Karikkorava, Hakkipikkaru, Haki Piki, 
Guvvalollu, Shikarijanam, Rattiyan, Marattiyan, Wogri Boli, Wagri Vel and Vagri. All of them, except 
Wogri Boli, Wagri Vel and Vagri are names of people groups. Other names for the language include 
Vagriboli, Vagri, Wagri and Vaghri. 

Linguistically, Vaagri Booli belongs to the Indo-Aryan language family. The Ethnologue classifies it 
as Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, unclassified (Gordon 2005). Varma (1970) reported that the 
language has a strong relationship with Gujarati and Rajasthani (Peterson 2002). Siromoney (1989), 
while acknowledging its relationship to Marathi, also mentions a relationship with Tamil and Telugu, 
which are Dravidian languages. 

Since they live among many people groups, they have a good knowledge of Hindi and are also 
conversant in the respective state languages where they live—Tamil, Telugu and Kannada—and use the 
scripts accordingly (Singh 1998b:2561). 

1.4 Social life 

The Narikoravar people live under the shade of the trees and on the side of the road in their nomadic 
way of life. In Tamil Nadu, most of them live as peddlers selling needles, hairpins and glass-bead 
necklaces. Some of them are beggars and others are engaged in hunting birds and animals (Singh 
1998b:2563). 

Traditionally, they are hunters, bird trappers, fisher folks and folk medicine men. They hunt foxes 
and jackals and sell their skins, teeth and nails and eat their meat. The women show excellent skill in 
making colourful bead necklaces. 

The community has subdivisions, clans and lineages which are used to regulate marriages. In 
Karnataka, the Hakkipikki have two subdivisions, the Mhoto and the Nahno. The Hakkipikki have four 
clans, namely Gujaratia, Panwar, Kaliwala and Mewara (Singh 1998a:1242). There are 24 castes among 
them, including Nenching, Thenching, Kalching, Singadi, Daprahson, etc. Their kinship system is based 
on animal names. Marriage cannot take place between people from the same clan but marriage between 
cross-cousins, for example with the niece of a maternal uncle, is permissible. Both monogamy and 
polygamy are practiced. The Narikoravar do not place much value on education; and, as a consequence, 
very few children know how to read and write. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Purpose, goals and research questions 

The purpose of the survey was to determine whether there is a need for a literature development 
programme in Vaagri Booli and, if one is needed, to suggest the appropriate language variety for 
development. The following goals were set in order to achieve this purpose. 
1. To study language vitality. 

In which domains do people use different languages (the MT1 and LWCs)? 
What percentage of the people still use the MT? 
Do children use the MT? 

                                                   
1 MT stands for Mother Tongue (Vaagri Booli), LWC for Language of Wider Communication (Tamil and/or Kannada). 
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Do they use Vaagri Booli in language standardization arenas? 
What are the attitudes toward the mother tongue and Tamil, Marathi and Kannada? 

2. To study the dialect variation between the Vaagri speech varieties. 
What are the lexical similarities between the Vaagri Booli varieties and the neighbouring and 

state languages? 
What is the intelligibility between the Vaagri Booli varieties? 
What is their perceived dialect variation? 
How much dialect variation do they perceive? 
To find out what should be the reference dialect for language development, that is, which 

variety scores higher on the scale for the following criteria: 
Being at the commercial centre 
Highest degree of lexical similarity 
High degree of intelligibility 
Good attitude toward this variety/Being a respected dialect 
Language development in progress 

3. To find out in what language(s) the people are bilingual, as well as their general level of proficiency 
in those languages. 

What languages can they speak? 
Who are bilingual enough (children, young or old)? 
Is the bilingualism stable or shifting? 
What is the reported bilingual ability? 
What have we observed about their bilingual ability? 
How much can they understand of the state languages? 

4. To find out in what locations the language is spoken. 
5. To find out the patterns of migration, social networking and interaction. 

What people groups do they trade with? 
Do they travel outside the state of Tamil Nadu? How often and for what purpose? 

2.2 Research methods 

2.2.1 Questionnaires 

Description and purpose: Interviews consist of responding to a prepared questionnaire. This is utilized in a 
variety of situations, but often to investigate language use and attitude patterns for a community and the 
native interest in language development. 

Procedure: After the researchers designed a questionnaire to obtain the desired information, it was 
presented to a sample of the Vaagri Booli-speaking population. The questionnaire was written in English 
and translated into Tamil. The researchers used Tamil in interviewing the subjects (occasionally native 
people helped the researchers to interview in Vaagri Booli those who could not follow the Tamil). The 
responses were translated into English and written down for analysis. At the end of the survey, the 
results were tallied, enabling the researchers to draw conclusions about the patterns of language use and 
language attitudes among the community, as well as the perceived intelligibility of dialects and native 
interest in language development. 

Advantages: Depending on the length of the questionnaire, the time needed to collect the data can be 
minimal, making it possible for large numbers of people to be interviewed. 

Disadvantages: The subjects may only report what they want the researcher to hear, or what they 
believe the researcher would like to hear. 
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2.2.2 Informal interviews 

Description and purpose: An informal dialogue seeking answers to research questions. Interviews may 
have a variety of purposes, such as learning about dialect areas or inquiring about language development 
efforts. 

Procedure: The researchers asked relevant questions and followed up with additional questions 
throughout the conversation, based on its flow and context. 

Advantages: Generally, it is more personal than conducting a questionnaire. 
Disadvantages: As with questionnaires, the subjects may only report what they want the researcher 

to hear, or what they believe the researcher would like to hear. It is also less structured than conducting 
a questionnaire. 

2.2.3 Wordlist comparisons 

Description and purpose: A comparison of wordlists to estimate the degree of lexical similarity between 
the speech varieties the wordlists represent. 

Procedure: Wordlists were elicited in Hindi from mother-tongue Vaagri Booli speakers and were 
transcribed by the researchers using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). A lexical similarity 
analysis was carried out on each pair of wordlists. 

Advantages: Data collection is relatively efficient. It can provide some broad insights into possible 
intelligibility patterns. 

Disadvantages: Beyond indicating certain levels of lexical similarity, they cannot give conclusive 
evidence of intelligibility between the speech varieties compared. 

2.3 Selection of research areas 

In the initial planning stages of this project, it was decided that the entire Vaagri Booli region would be 
covered. Representative areas were chosen for data collection in order to meet the goals of the project in 
a reasonable amount of time. The sites where data were collected are displayed on the maps. The 
principal rationale for choosing certain geographical areas to survey was based on information collected 
during the Vaagri Booli comprehensive survey. This helped the researchers to make a detailed and 
specific plan for the entire scope of the fieldwork. The fieldwork of the project was planned in such a 
way that the team could go to a specific area and conduct the potential tests to answer the research 
questions. In some cases, this resulted in the collection of more data than was needed but saved a lot of 
time travelling throughout the area. 

2.4 Limitations of the research 

Although the researchers would like to report that this project was carried out under ideal conditions, 
the reality is that no research project is without its shortcomings. The limitations of the survey included: 

Limitations of access: All data collection points were within a few kilometres of a motorable road. It 
was not possible to collect data in more remote areas. The researchers often had a hard time arranging 
for a language assistant at the time when one was needed. 

Limitations of methods: Although the research methods used had a number of advantages, they also 
had certain weaknesses (Blair 1990). 

3 Language vitality 

Language vitality refers to the prospects of a language continuing to be spoken and passed on to 
succeeding generations. It is a key concept to be considered in sociolinguistic research and especially in 
planning language development activities. It refers to the overall strength of a language, its perceived 
usefulness in a wide variety of situations and its likelihood of enduring through the coming generations. 
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Many variables have been said to contribute to vitality. These include such factors as patterns of 
language use and attitude, bilingual proficiency, native interest in language development and the social 
status of the language. The primary tool used to get responses regarding language vitality was a 
questionnaire. 

3.1 Questionnaire sample 

For this survey, the questionnaire consisted of 27 questions. The questionnaire was the primary method 
for seeking answers on language use, language attitude, language vitality, language development, 
bilingualism and migration. Each questionnaire was given to a group of people from different districts of 
Tamil Nadu, Puducherry and Karnataka. 

The initial plan was to collect responses from several people from each site. But the researchers had 
difficulty finding people with whom to conduct the questionnaire interviews according to the sampling 
framework. People did not make themselves available in most of the villages, and there was some 
suspicion regarding the intentions of the researchers. With some adjustment according to the situation, 
we collected responses from as many individuals as possible. The number of available subjects for each 
site is given in table 2, which lists the 14 questionnaire sites of the Narikoravar people in Tamil Nadu, 
Puducherry and Karnataka. 

Since the number of subjects was not enough to administer the questionnaire interviews in the usual 
manner, the researchers adopted the approach of analysing the questionnaire results based on the 
responses from sites rather than on individual responses. 

Table 2. Questionnaire sites 

 Village District State/UT Number of 
Subjects 

  1 Ambur Vellore Tamil Nadu 3 
  2 Tiruttani Tiruvallur Tamil Nadu 5 
  3 Kannan Nagar Tiruvannamalai Tamil Nadu 3 
  4 Arcot Vellore Tamil Nadu 3 
  5 Gingee Viluppuram Tamil Nadu 2 
  6 Cuddalore Cuddalore Tamil Nadu 2 
  7 Periyapalayam  Puducherry Puducherry 4 
  8 Melaulur Thanjavur Tamil Nadu 2 
  9 Sakki Mangalam Madurai Tamil Nadu 2 
10 Oonjampatti Theni Tamil Nadu 3 
11 Devarayaneri Trichi Tamil Nadu 5 
12 Avadi Chennai Tamil Nadu 2 
13 Timiri Vellore Tamil Nadu 3 
14 H. D. Kotai Mysore Karnataka  2 

3.2 Language use 

A study of language-use patterns attempts to describe which languages or speech varieties members of a 
community use in different social situations. These situations, called domains, are contexts in which the 
use of one language variety is considered more appropriate than another (Fasold 1984:183). 

The language-use questionnaires drew out the various languages that people reportedly choose to 
speak in selected domains. Table 3 summarises those responses. The responses from all the sites are 
shown in percentages. 
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In table 3, the column heading “V and LWC” denotes Vagri Booli and the Language of Wider 
Communication (either Tamil or Kannada depending on the location of the survey) respectively. 

Table 3. Domains of language use 

Domains Vaagri Booli LWC V and LWC 
In the home  100% 0% 0% 
In the village  100% 0% 0% 
In the market 86% 7% 7% 
With neighbouring villages 23% 9% 68% 
With government officials 0% 100% 0% 
In school 0% 100% 0% 
In the religious domain 0% 8% 92% 

 

The subjects reported that they use only Vaagri Booli in their homes and villages. The Narikoravar 
people have their own settlements and, in most cases, no other language community lives in their 
villages. This could be the reason that they speak exclusively their mother tongue in these domains. 

One third of the subjects reported that they use Vaagri Booli, and less than ten percent use the LWC 
in the market where non-Vaagri Booli speakers also come. Most of the Narikoravar go to market to sell 
things. The researchers were told that while selling to non-Vaagri Booli speakers they use the LWC, but 
usually they do not mingle with non-Vaagri speakers. Also, the community has a very low social status; 
other communities consider them to be untouchables. It is assumed that these may be the reasons for the 
high use of the mother tongue in the market domain. 

As expected, all subjects use the LWC in official domains such as school and government offices. 
The medium of instruction in school is Tamil in Tamil Nadu and Kannada in Karnataka. 

Almost all of them use a mixture of LWC and Vaagri Booli in religious settings. The Narikoravar do 
not have their own temples. People reported that, when the community have their own festivals, they 
use Vaagri Booli. 

Table 4 shows the responses as to where pure Vaagri Booli is spoken. 

Table 4. Where is pure Vaagri Booli spoken? 

Tiruvannamalai Trichi Chennai Others 
38% (5) 23% (3) 15% (2) 24% (4) 

 

The majority of the subjects responded that Tiruvannamalai is where pure Vaagri Booli is spoken. 
The rest of them said it is in Trichi and Chennai or some other locations. Most of the literature published 
is in the Tiruvannamalai variety. It seems that this variety could be the reference dialect for 
development. 

3.3 Language attitude 

The following questions were asked to assess the Narikoravars’ attitude toward their mother tongue. 
• Do young people in your settlement feel good about your language? 

All of them responded that the young people have a good attitude towards their own language. 
• Do young people in your settlement speak Vaagri Booli as well as the older people do? 

 More than 75% of the respondents reported that they think that young people can speak Vaagri 
Booli as well the as older people; while the rest of them said young people have difficulty 
speaking as well as the older people. 
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• What language is best for a Narikoravar mother to use when speaking to her young child? 
 All the subjects said Vaagri Booli is the best language for a Narikoravar mother to speak to her 

young child. 
• If a young person in your settlement does not speak your language at all, how would the older 

people feel? 

Table 5. How do people feel about not using the language? 

Happy Not happy 
71% 29% 

 

 The majority of the people said that the older people are happy if a young person does not speak 
their language. They gave the reason that Tamil and Kannada are state languages, and the 
majority of the people can understand one or both of them. Those subjects who responded they 
would not be happy were very old. 

• Would you be happy if your child spoke only Tamil? (That is, they would not speak Vaagri Booli.) 

Table 6. How do people feel if their children only spoke the LWC? 

Total sites Happy Not happy 
14 64% 36% 

 
 Most of the questionnaire respondents said they were happy that their children spoke only 

Tamil. Today children go to Tamil-medium schools, and the parents are happy with that. Only 
36% of the parents were not happy that their children spoke only Tamil at home. The 
respondents, therefore, seemed to have an overall positive attitude toward the use of Tamil in 
the home. 

• Is your language better than any other languages? 

Table 7. Is your language better? 

Total sites Yes No 

14 62% 38% 
 

 In comparison to the use of Tamil in the home, almost the same percentages of respondents liked 
their mother tongue more. 

3.4 Language vitality 

The following questions were asked to assess the vitality of the Vaagri Booli language. 
• Do you think your language will be spoken after 50 years? 

Table 8. Will your language be spoken after 50 years? 

Total sites Yes No 

14 79% 21% 
 

 Almost all of the subjects from Vaagri Booli reported that their children start to speak their 
mother tongue first so that they won’t forget their own language. But one-fifth of the 
interviewees responded that they don’t think it will be spoken after 50 years as their MT. Some 
said that even the next generation would not speak their MT because of their education in the 
LWC. 
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• Would you like your children to learn to read and write your language? 

Table 9. Would you like your children to learn to read and write your language? 

Total sites Yes No 

14 93% 7% 
 

 Almost all said that they would like their children to learn to read and write their own language. 
• Would you allow your son or daughter to marry someone who does not know your language? 

Table 10. Would you allow your child to marry a non-speaker of your language? 

Total sites Yes No 

14 67% 33% 
 

 Everyone specifically mentioned that they only allow their children to marry those from the 
same community (meaning that in their traditional practice, they do not allow their children to 
marry outsiders). However, in a few sites, people are willing to allow children to marry outsiders 
anyway. A few of the comments are interesting: “Boys only allowed, not girls,” “Only Christians 
allow and others don’t,” “They are peacefully allowed,” “Yes, he got married to a Tamil girl,” 
“Now people will allow it,” “Yes, if they are interested.” 

3.5 Language development 

The following questions were asked to assess the development issues for the Vaagri Booli language. 
• Are there books, magazines or radio programmes in your language? 

Everyone reported that there are no written or oral materials in Vaagri Booli. 
• What would you think if you had a Vaagri Booli-medium school? 

Everyone reported they would be happy if there was a Vaagri-Booli-language-medium school. 
• If anyone wants to teach you how to read and write your language would you like to learn/help 

them? 
 All the subjects reported they are ready to learn to read and write their language. The older 

people reported that, if we taught how to read and write in the MT, the children would be able 
to learn very fast and at the same time they are ready to help them also. 

• Would you like to have a newspaper in your language? 
 Everyone reported that they would like to have a newspaper in their own language. 

3.6 Bilingualism 

The following questions were asked to assess Vaagri Booli bilingualism issues. 
• How many languages do you speak? 

Table 11. Number of languages spoken? 

Total sites Two Three Four 
14 7% 54% 39% 

 

 These language communities speak multiple languages. Everyone reported speaking more than 
one language and 93% more than two. It shows that they are multilingual rather than only 
bilingual. Most of the older people can understand Hindi and other languages. However, it is 
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reported that the younger generation is bilingual in the MT and LWC since they are more 
exposed to the LWC in school. 

• How did you learn the other language(s)? 
 Most of the people reported that they learn the state languages from outside contacts. The 

majority go outside of the community for daily wages and thus learn other languages. They are 
basically a nomadic group, so they travel widely throughout India. Wherever they travel, they 
learn the language there. 

• What is your favourite language? 

Table 12. Favourite language? 

Total sites MT LWC Both 
14 14% 21% 65% 

 

 In the responses, 14% said their mother tongue and another 21% the LWC. Two-thirds reported 
they like both languages. 

• Is there anyone in your settlement who cannot speak your language? 

Table 13. Are there people who cannot speak your language? 

Total sites Yes No 
14 15% 85% 

 

 According to the respondents, only a few of the educated people do not speak their MT, but the 
rest report that they speak their language. 

• How much are you able to understand of the Tamil news on TV and radio? (Fully, half, not at all)? 
All responded that they fully understand the Tamil news on TV and radio. 

3.7 Migration 

The following questions were asked to assess Vaagri Booli migration issues in relation to language use 
and vitality. 
• How long have you been staying here? 

 The majority of the respondents have been staying in Tamil Nadu for a long time. They have 
been settled in various places for about forty years now. The majority of them have settled in 
Tamil Nadu and Karnataka. 

• Where did you migrate from? 
 People are not sure about where they migrated from because it happened many years ago. Many 

of them mentioned they had moved from different places in Tamil Nadu. Only a few of them 
mentioned that they migrated from Maharashtra in North India. 

• When you migrate to a new place, how do you determine where you settle? 
 When they migrate, they settle according to their trade. Previously they identified settlement 

places according to suitability for hunting. 
• Why are you travelling and going from place to place? (Asked to people living by the roadside)? 

 Basically they responded that it is because they don’t have a house, food or work. 

3.8 Language vitality conclusions 

According to the responses to the questionnaire, the majority of the people use their language within 
their community. When it comes to speaking with outsiders, they use the state language. It is clear that 
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they are at least bilingual in the LWC because they have stayed in one general area for a long time. All 
the children and young people speak both Vaagri Booli and the LWC. People over thirty years of age 
often speak more than two languages because they have travelled widely. Thirty or forty years ago, they 
were a nomadic group, but now almost everyone has settled because of the land provided by the Tamil 
Nadu government. 

4 Dialect area 

4.1 Lexical similarity 

A common method of measuring the relationship among speech varieties is to compare the degree of 
similarity in their vocabularies. This is referred to as lexical similarity. Speech communities that have 
more terms in common (thus a higher percentage of lexical similarity) are more likely to understand one 
another than speech communities that have fewer terms in common. Since only elicited words and 
simple verb constructions are analysed by this method, a lexical similarity comparison alone cannot 
indicate how well certain speech communities understand one another. It can, however, assist in 
obtaining a broad perspective of the relationships among speech varieties and give support for the results 
using more sophisticated testing methods, such as comprehension studies. 

4.1.1 Site selection 

A total of 14 wordlists were compared in this study; 13 were from Vaagri Booli speakers and 1 was from 
a Tamil speaker. Table 14 lists the languages and locations of the wordlists compared. The maps show 
the Vaagri Booli language area and the wordlist sites. Table 14 has the details of each location. 

Table 14. Locations of the wordlists compared in this study 

Site Language Village District State 
  1 Vaagri Booli Ambur Vellore Tamil Nadu 
  2 Vaagri Booli Tiruttani Tiruvallur Tamil Nadu 
  3 Vaagri Booli Kannan Nagar Tiruvannamalai Tamil Nadu 
  4 Vaagri Booli Arcot Vellore Tamil Nadu 
  5 Vaagri Booli Gingee Villupuram Tamil Nadu 
  6 Vaagri Booli Cuddalore Cuddalore Tamil Nadu 
  7 Vaagri Booli Periyapalayam  Puducherry Tamil Nadu 
  8 Vaagri Booli Melaulur Thanjavur Tamil Nadu 
  9 Vaagri Booli Sakki Mangalam Madurai Tamil Nadu 
10 Vaagri Booli Oonjampatti Theni Tamil Nadu 
11 Vaagri Booli Devarayaneri Trichi Tamil Nadu 
12 Vaagri Booli Avadi Chennai Tamil Nadu 
13 Vaagri Booli H.D. Kotai Mysore Karnataka 
14 Tamil    Tamil Nadu 

4.1.2 Results and analysis 

Using the lexical similarity counting procedures described by Blair (1990:30–33), two speech varieties 
showing less than around 60% similarity are unlikely to be mutually intelligible and may be considered 
as two different languages, or at least as very different dialects (Blair 1990:20). For speech varieties that 
have greater than 60% similarity, intelligibility testing should be done to determine their relationship. If 
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the results of dialect intelligibility testing show that intelligibility is high, then the speech varieties may 
be referred to as “similar dialects.” 

The following matrix gives the lexical similarity percentages of the varieties studied in this research. 
In the matrix, the language name is followed by the district name. The wordlists are arranged in 
descending order of shared similarity. 

Table 15. Lexical similarity percentage matrix for Vaagri Booli 

Vaagri Booli – Madurai 
92 Vaagri Booli – Chennai 
96 92 Vaagri Booli – Theni  
94 91 96 Vaagri Booli – Trichy 
90 90 88 87 Vaagri Booli – Puducherry 
90 89 88 87 98 Vaagri Booli – Cuddalore 
84 84 83 84 86 87 Vaagri Booli – Villupuram 
84 83 83 84 86 87 96 Vaagri Booli – Tiruvallur 
84 82 83 84 84 85 87 88 Vaagri Booli – Tiruvannamalai 
84 83 85 83 86 86 85 86 85 Vaagri Booli – Vellore 
89 89 88 89 88 89 89 88 84 83 Vaagri Booli – Thanjavur 
84 83 82 82 82 81 76 75 74 76 80 Vaagri Booli – H.D. Kotai 
75 75 75 75 76 76 76 77 74 76 74 70 Vaagri Booli – Vellore 
07 07 07 07 08 08 09 10 07 10 08 07 07 Tamil 

 
 

Language Varieties Range 
Within Vaagri Booli varieties 70–98% 

With Tamil 7–10% 
 

There is little significant variation found within the Vaagri Booli varieties (70–98%). It is interesting 
to note that the wordlist collected from Sakki Mangalam (Madurai District of Tamil Nadu) shows more 
closeness to all the other Vaagri Booli wordlists in this study. According to the lexical similarity study, 
the Sakki Mangalam variety can be considered as the central variety of the Vaagri Booli language. The 
Vaagri Booli speech variety is totally different from the Tamil language (7–10%). This is in contrast to 
the respondents who reported the Tiruvannamalai District as being the place where the “purest” Vaagri 
Booli language is located. 

4.2 Dialect conclusion 

In this study, it is clear that all the Vaagri varieties are closely related, and the Madurai variety shows 
the highest similarity with the other varieties. Vaagri Booli is distinct from Tamil. 

5 Summary and recommendations 

The purpose of this sociolinguistic research was to assess the need for literature development in the 
language, and if needed, to suggest an area from which the development programme could be carried 
out. To this end, a few goals were laid down as to how this could be achieved. 

According to the questionnaire, it was reported that the majority of the Vaagri Booli people use 
their language within their community. When it comes to outside interaction, they use the LWC, the 
state language. It is clear that they are bilingual in the LWC as they have lived in the area for a long 
time. All the children and young people speak both the MT and LWC. People above thirty years of age 
are able to speak more than two languages because they have travelled widely. Thirty or forty years ago, 
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they were considered a nomadic group, but now almost everyone has settled because of the land 
provided by the Tamil Nadu government. In this study, it is clear that all the Vaagri varieties are closely 
related. The Madurai variety shows the highest similarity with the other varieties. 

The language use conclusions show that the Vaagri Booli language is definitely used in the home 
and family domains. Though the long-term vitality of the language cannot be absolutely certain for later 
generations, the language is not in danger of dying out at the present time nor in the foreseeable future. 
From the responses to the questionnaire on language attitude, the conclusion shows their language is 
very much appreciated. However, the researchers observed a positive language attitude toward Tamil as 
well. In summary, there appears to be a favourable disposition toward at least some language and 
literature development in the language, particularly because of the low literacy rates among the 
children. They do not want to send their children to school. The situation is changing nowadays, but still 
the majority are not sending their children to school and for those who are going to school, the dropout 
rate is high. 

It is suggested that the community be involved in addressing the challenges of the low literacy rates 
and identify ways to build on the strong cultural heritage of the Vaagri Booli language use. 
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